
EVERYTHING YOU EVER 
WANTED TO KNOW

about tiles...
You may hear various tile terminology when discussing your dream renovation, and may even see the abbreviated 
forms on our product tickets and brochures. The following summary gives you a quick run-through on our most 
commonly used terms. 

And of course, if you have any questions simply ask our in-store tile experts! 
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Abbreviation Attribute Description

CB-PORC Colour Bodied Porcelain
The colour of the glaze on the surface of 
this product matches the colour of the 

body of the tile.

DEC Decorative This is a decorative feature tile.

DC-PORC
Double Charged 

Porcelain
This tile has been made by fusing two 

different layers under pressure and heat.

FB-PORC Full Bodied Porcelain
This unglazed porcelain tile carries its 

colour all the way through the  
thickness of the tile.

GL-PORC Glazed Porcelain This is a glazed porcelain tile.

HONED Honed
This product has been honed with polishing 

pads. The honing process gives it a  
darker, richer appearance.

LAP Lappato
This product features a light,  

semi-polished "Lappato" finish.

POL Polished
This tile has been polished to a  

high-gloss finish  
(not intended to be mirror like perfect).

RECT Rectified
This product has a rectified edge achieving 

a clean, square, streamlined look.

SEALED Sealed
This product has been pre-sealed for your 

convenience and its protection.

SEMI-POL Semi-polished
This product features a light,  

semi-polished finish.

SOFT Baby Soft
High-resolution digital inkjet printing 

technology and a specific glaze is used to 
create a delicate, baby soft finish.

SS-PORC Soluble Salts Porcelain
This tile features a design applied with 

soluble salts before the tile is fired.

STRUC Structured
This product features a "structured" three 

dimensional surface, ideal for wall features.

TEXT Textured
This tile’s textured surface increases its 

suitability for use in wet areas.

TUMBLED Tumbled
This product has been tumbled to achieve 

a rough, ragged-edged look without 
compromising the product's strength.

UNGLAZED Unglazed
This product is unglazed, and its surface 
colour and texture derive from the raw 

materials of its body.

Eleganza GL-Porc Pol Rect 223x900

Fusion Hex Blend GL-Porc Dec 240x280

Horizon Light Grey GL-Porc  
Text Rect 600x600



“....it’s  
all about 

choosing 
tiles that are 

suitable for 
your area.”

WEAR 1: LIGHT DUTY

Tiles in areas which are walked on with bare feet without abrasive dirt (for example 
residential ensuites and bedrooms without direct access from the outside).

WEAR RATINGS
explained...

You’ll often hear about tiles having a wear rating. It’s important to choose 
tiles that are suitable for your area. The surfaces of glazed and unglazed 
floor tiles can be subjected to surface abrasion caused by foot traffic.

The following ratings have been developed to indicate the level of wear 
resistance you can expect from your chosen porcelain tiles. 

Tiles with a wear rating of 0 are not recommended for use on floors.
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W4: Cemento Cenere 798x398

W5: Grain Harbour Ebony 597x297

WEAR 2: REGULAR DUTY

Tiles in areas which are walked on with soft-soled footwear or bare feet, with minimal 
amounts of abrasive dirt (for example residential bathrooms).

WEAR 3: MEDIUM DUTY

Tiles in areas which are more often walked on by normal footwear, with small 
amounts of abrasive dirt (for example residential kitchens, halls, corridors, balconies 
and terraces).

WEAR 4: HEAVY DUTY

Tiles which are walked on by regular traffic, with some abrasive dirt so that the 
conditions are more severe than class 3 (for example entrances, commercial 
kitchens, hotel, exhibition and sale rooms).

WEAR 5: EXTRA HEAVY DUTY

Tiles which are subjected to severe pedestrian traffic over sustained periods with 
some abrasive dirt (for example public areas, shopping centres, airport concourses, 
hotel foyers, public walkways and industrial applications). 

W1

W2

W3

W4

W5

W3: Ice Pietra Silver 600x600



“...beautiful, 
stylish  

and safe  
- that’s our  

priority.”
SLIP RATINGS

explained...
When tiles are used for commercial flooring applications such as shopping centres, warehouses and industrial 
buildings etc. their suitability needs to be considered. The following slip resistance ratings have been developed, in 
accordance with Australian standards, to assist with the selection of tiles to be used in particular circumstances where 
public safety is a priority. 
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Antique Carrara 797x797

Aggregatto Charcoal 300x600

Grand Portobello 1000x3000

OIL-WET RAMP TEST (R9 - R13)

The Oil-Wet Ramp Test involves laying the tiles on a ramp and applying lubricating 
oil to them. Testers walk on the inclined tiles to determine the angle at which they 
become unsafe, this angle is used to determine the degree of slip resistance.

R13

Slip Resistance Corrected Mean Acceptance Angle (degrees) Slip Risk

R9 6-10 Very high

R10 10-19 High

R11 19-27 Moderate

R12 27-35 Low

R13 Over 35 Very low

BAREFOOT WET RAMP TEST (A, B, C)

The Barefoot Wet Ramp Test involves testers soaking their bare feet then walking 
on inclined tiles sprayed with water to determine the unsafe angle. This test is most 
relevant for tiles to be used around swimming pools, showers and change rooms.

C

Slip Resistance Corrected Mean Acceptance Angle (degrees) Slip Risk

A 12-18 High

B 18-24 Moderate

C Over 24 Very low

PENDULUM TEST (P0 - P5)

The Pendulum Test measures the frictional resistance between a wet tile and a foot 
shaped mass fitted with a rubber slider mounted on a pendulum arm, mimicking a 
standard shoe sole striking a wet tile.

P5

Pendulum Classification  Skid Resistance Value (SRV) Slip Risk

P0 Below 12 Very high

P1 12-24 Very high

P2 25-34 High

P3 35-44 Moderate

P4 45-54 Low

P5 Over 54 Very low

Please note the Australian Building Code and Australian Standards only mandate slip rated flooring in 
residential buildings for Stair Nosings, Stair Landings and Ramps (rarely used in residential homes).



“....it’s  
all about 

celebrating 
the intense 

mix of tones  
and design.”

V0: VERY UNIFORM APPEARANCE

The tiles are very uniform, monochromatic in colour with little or no variation.

V1: UNIFORM APPEARANCE

Differences among the pieces from the same production run are minimal.

V2: SLIGHT VARIATION

Clearly distinguishable texture and/or pattern within similar colour tones.

V3: MODERATE VARIATION

While the colour tones/design present on a single piece of tile will be indicative of  
all tiles, the colour tones/design on each piece may vary significantly from tile to tile.

V4: SUBSTANTIAL VARIATION

Random colour tones/design differences from tile to tile, so that some tiles may 
feature completely different colour tones/design from those on other tiles.  
This variation creates an artful and unique installation.

TILE VARIATION
explained...

Digital technology has evolved to allow multiple colour tones or designs in 
a particular shade - this is called unique variation. From Cladding to Bricks, 
large format Slabs to Timber and Stone look tiles, it’s all about celebrating 
the intense mix of shades which emulate natural surfaces.

The following ratings have been developed to indicate the level of variation 
you can expect from your chosen tiles. 

Always dry lay V3 and V4 prior to laying.
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V2: Promenado 600x600

V3: Maximo 600x600

V4: Tribeca (Mix)


